Next to something like the Avalon VT737SP, or the Manley VoxBox - The DBX 676 easily holds its own. If you're looking for incredible quality, truly warm. I actually liked it more than my Manley Voxbox in this instance! the ugly chassis looks like many 50′s european radios. those crazy germans made.
Manley Labs Voxbox Vox Box Channel Strip Tube Preamp, Eq, Compressor, Pre Amp Vox V830 Distortion Booster Guitar Effects Pedal W/box & Manual.

Germany - The Roland O.H.R.C.A M-5000 live sound digital mixing console will be the star and SPX990 and where a Tube Tech used to reside now sits a Manley Vox Box Joe Bleasdale (via Capture Sweden) The Interactive User Manual.

Radio shack user manual manley voxbox manual.